
Global coverage for P2P messaging

SMS Hub is a messaging service that offers 
seamless 2-way SMS exchange with wide 
international coverage for person-to-person (P2P) 
communication, in a simple and secure way.
This service provides the ideal solution for mobile 
operators that require a wide international 

coverage, but without the complexity of having to 
negotiate new bilateral agreements.
With one single connection and a single contract 
with Telefónica, you will have access to hundreds 
of international destinations at the same time as 
reducing costs.  

Key Benefits

>  Income generation for traffic
terminated in your network.
Business opportunities to earn
income without new investment.

 Global coverage: A one-stop shop
for connectivity with more than
700 destinations over the world,
taking advantage of the Telefónica
Group’s experience in managing
international agreements.

The SMS Hub service offers a 
transparent interconnection of 
geographically dispersed operators 
for terminating P2P short messages 
without the need to reach a bilateral 
agreement with each operator.

> 

>  Economy: Reduced operating costs
and minimal investment, as you will
only be charged for the traffic sent.

> Growing coverage: We regularly
enhance our network by signing
new agreements in a transparent
way enabling us to offer our
customers the best coverage.

>  Simplicity: Avoid the need to
sign new agreements with foreign
operators, without giving up your
existing bilateral agreements.

>  Fast deployment: One connection
to reach all destinations, with fast,
simple implementation.

>  Interoperability: Different network
technologies supported.

>  Improved end subscriber
experience thanks to having access
to wider coverage.

SMS Hub  P2P



Why SMS?

SMS remains one of the most popular mobile
communication channels with a complex
connectivity environment worldwide.

As a one-stop provider of messaging services, 
we offer SMS Hub P2P and Global Enterprise 
Messaging A2P solutions, and can help you 
capture the opportunities that this mobile 
channel delivers.

www.globalsolutions.telefonica.com @TelefonicaGS

Service Features
> GSMA Open Connectivity compliant.
> Mobile Number Portability resolution to

ensure delivery of the SMS to the
correct network.

> SS7 and SMPP connectivity options.
> Additional features available for

message delivery.
> Centralized Management. The SMS

Hub allows you to manage technical,
commercial and security issues in a
simple way.

> Security. Fraud and spam control
features and SLAs guaranteed.

> Advanced online reporting, real-time
monitoring, customizable statistics
and view periods.

> High quality routes.
> Multilingual 24/7 support.
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